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BLUFFDALE CITY COUNCIL
SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA

Wednesday,June12,2019
Notice is hereby given that the Bluffdale City Co uncil w ill hold a special meeting Wednesday, June 12, 2019, at the Bluffda le City Hall,
2222 West 14400 South, Bluffdale, Utah, sched uled to begin pro mptly at 4:30 p.m. o r as soon thereafter as possible. Notice is furthe r
given that access to this meeting by the Mayor and or Cit y Co uncil may be by electro nic means via t elephonic conference ca ll.

BLUFFDALE CITY COUNCIL SPECIAL BUSINESS MEETING 4:30 P.M.

1.

Roll Call

2.

WORK SESSION - Economic Development

3.

Adjournment

Dated: June 7, 2019
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING NOTI CE AN D AG EN DA WAS FAXED TO THE SOUTH VA LLEY JOURNAL, THE SALT LAKE
TRIBUNE, AND THE DESERET MORNING NEWS; POSTED AT THE BLUFFDALE CITY HALL, EMAILED OR DELIVERED TO EACH MEMBER OF
THE BLUFFDALE CITY COUNCIL; ON THE CITY'S WEBSITE AT WWW.BLUFFDALE.CO M AND ON THE PUBLI C MEETING NOTI CE WEBSITE,
WWW.PMN.UTAH .GOV

Wendy L. Deppe, CMC
City Recorder
In compliance with the Ameri can w it h Disabilities Act, individuals need ing assist ance or other services o r accom modati on for thi s
meeting should contact Bluffdale City Hall at least 24 hou rs in advance o f this meeting at 801-254-2200. TTY 7-1-1.
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Economic Development Committee of the City Council
June 12, 2019, 4:30 PM

AGENDA

1. Welcome and Dinner
2. Report on Economic Development Nodes, Potential Uses, and Strategies, Zion's Public
Finance
3. Other Topics and Future Agenda Items
4. Next Meeting, if needed: July 10, 2019 @ 4:30 PM

BLUFFDALE CITY COUNCIL
SPECIAL MEETING MINUTES
Wednesday, June 12, 2019
Present:

Mayor Derk Timothy
Wendy Aston
Dave Kallas
Ty Nielsen
Boyd Preece

Staff:

Mark Reid, City Manager
Grant Crowell, City Planner/Economic Development Director
Bruce Kartchner, Administrative Services Director
Trevor Andra, Assistant City Engineer
Jennifer Robison, Senior City Planner
Caitlyn Miller, Senior City Planner
Wendy Deppe, City Recorder

Others:

Benj Becker, Zions Bank Public Finance
Mark Bell
Ulises Flynn
Traci Crockett

BLUFFDALE CITY COUNCIL SPECIAL BUSINESS MEETING
1.

Welcome and Dinner.

Mayor Derk Timothy called the meeting to order at 4:44 p.m. and welcomed those present.

2.

Report on Economic Development Nodes, Potential Uses, and Strategies, Zions Public
Finance.

City Planner/Economic Services Director, Grant Crowell introduced Benj Becker from Zions Bank
Public Finance. Mr. Becker reported that he divided the City into five specific nodes and outlined
where each is located within the City. Nodes 1, 2, and 3 have the potential to develop in the near future
and have healthy development demand over the next 1 to 3 years. Nodes 4 and 5 will have a timeframe
of 1 to 5 years. For this reason, the focus should be on Nodes l, 2 and 3.
The overall vision of Node l , located at 14600 South and I-15 , is to capture freeway users. This area
has a very high potential for high-density residential and is cunently ready for development.
Node 2 is located on Bangerter Highway and Redwood Road and is considered a gateway into the City.
Developing a gateway wi ll create a feeling of arrival and can prevent City leakage. Mr. Becker
considered Node 2 to be less intense in term s of development so as not to impact the neighboring
residential.
Mr. Becker felt that Node 3, located at 2700 West and Bangerter Highway, has strong potential. As
neighboring cities continue to grow and increase in population, this area will become more and more
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desirable. He advised the Council to be cautious about development approvals in this area so as not to
waste growth opportunities.
Mr. Becker explained how properties are valued from an assessor's perspective, which helps the City
understand what can be redeveloped.
Node 1 has great freeway accessibility, exposure and visibility. It is currently next to the prison site
which has plans for redevelopment. There are significant residential development changes being made
in this area as well. Mr. Becker explained that Bluffdale' s median incomes are much higher than
neighboring cities, which will be very desirable for retailers.
Mayor Timothy asked about ponds that collect water from 1- 15 and explained that they are owned by
UDOT. If the City is willing to spend money to relocate it, they could obtain the prope1ty. He
wondered what the potential of the property would be. Mr. Becker remarked that that parcel would be
beneficial to the City because of the freeway visibility. He further explained that commercial users like
to develop next to the freeway for visibility purposes. Lots that are not visible from the freeway
decrease in value by 20 to 50 percent in some cases. He was not sure about the cost of relocating the
ponds but felt it would be smart to consider such a change. City Manager, Mark Reid, clarified the
location of the pond.
Mayor Timothy asked if it would be easier to extend it or create another. He commented that the value
could potentiall y increase and receive the tax increment. He was unsure of the status of the current
EDA. Mr. Reid stated that the City would prefer to extend the areas and ask for an extension of time.
Boyd Preece believed that moving the prison has brought more attention to the area. He asked where
the boundary is and if they could put off storm drain improvements as pmt of the existing EDA and
apply for a new EDA for the actual development and acquisition of the propetty. Mr. Reid clarified
the power of an EDA in a massive area and stated that it brings in tax increment. Having it be on its
own probably wouldn 't be helpful.
Mayor Timothy asked about EDAs and bringing something beneficial into the City. He wondered if
there was something the City could do to convince a developer who may not initially want to develop
in the area. He suggested the City prioritize the pond and work with the Engineering Depattment to
relocate them. He felt the City would have more control over thi s than a lot of other projects.
Mr. Becker stated that if they extend the EDA and allow the City to use the existing funds to purchase
the property then extend the duration, everything that is generated will benefit the larger area. It would
allow the City to have more leverage in negotiating with commercial and retail users.
Mayor Timothy asked if land where the ponds are would be so valuable that a business would want to
come at their own expense. He specifically asked Assistant City Engineer, Trevor Andra, what he
thought about the idea. Mr. Andra did not know the cost, but stated that they have done an estimate on
relocating the ponds so he knows it has been an idea in the past. He wondered how this would tie into
the storm drain improvements. While it is possible, there are associated costs.
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Boyd Preece asked if they looked at the Draper irrigation pipeline. Mr. Becker explained that would
include easement negotiations. There is also a pipe being used. Council Member Preece wondered if
they could move the pipe farther west. Mr. Reid stated he discussed with City Engineer, Michaels
Fazio, the possibility of connecting a pipe and redirecting a smaller pond to the pipe and taking it down
to a lower pond. The easement and the pipes both belong to Bluffdale City. Mayor Timothy felt this
should be a priority and suggested staff determine the feasibility and report back to the Council.
Mr. Becker next addressed what could be done closest to the intersection such as a full service eightstory hotel with a restaurant and amenities. There is strong access support for excess of 100 rooms.
He stated that this analysis utilizes conservative estimates. Hotels would require 3 to 7 acres.
Restaurant proximity still remains an unknown but there is still the potential for a hotel.
The current rate of return is low on this site at 15% to 18%. There is a gap because there are better
sites in terms of visibility or proximity to existing office spaces and restaurants. Bluffdale has the
ability to incentivize retailers to come to Bluffdale. Mr. Crowell explained that there will be an updated
proposal submitted the following week that will be a request for incentives and possible modifications
to the site.
An office in Node 1 would be very similar to what is going in along I- 15 that is doing very well. The
proposed office building would be similar to others in te1ms of design with glass and reinforced
concrete. Class A office structures require structured parking and Class B requires surface parking.
There are also simple nuances between the buildout and specific locations of the two types of buildings.
He pointed to a specific area within Node 1 that would allow for Class A. This type of land is in high
demand and there is not much of it left along I-15. They believe there are enough incoming jobs and
support in the area to make office space feasible in this node. Mr. Reid, asked what a six-story office
building would translate to in terms of square footage. Mr. Becker explained that they should not go
more than 15,000 to 20,000 square feet per floor. They could reach 200,000 square feet in office space
with two or three buildings. He gave an example of recent development with two office buildings and
about 240,000 square feet between the two buildings. Mr. Reid asked how much acreage would be
needed to park the number of employees for two office buildings. Mr. Becker indicated that it should
be 320 square feet per parking space.
What an office needs at the site is freeway accessibility and exposure. Restaurant retail proximity is a
large driver for office developers. It makes similar sites more desirable if there are close by food
options. There is a natural tendency to see the numbers presented and say the market does not support
it, but the use of the taxing and financing is the market. This is what other cities are using, which is a
tool to help drive the market. Every other city uses these tools so if Bluffdale chooses not to, the other
cities will pass them up.
Mr. Becker gave reasons why there is a finance gap and stated that other sites have superior
neighborhood settings and access to transit. The shortfall in financing gaps can be bridged with
incentives and this gap is not that significant. Mr. Reid asked if the transit has to be a train stop.
Mr. Becker stated that transportation would have dedicated stops such as to BRT which a known form
of transit. People like Frontnnrner or TRAX because they are specific improvements that investors feel
are not going anywhere. UTA is getting more ambitious and creative with their BRT because they have
3
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found that for every mile of TRAX they pay $15 million per mile or about $1 million for BRT per mile.
The success of their UVU and BYU line is so significant that they have decided to look at this form of
transportation elsewhere.
Retail in this node needs very close access to the freeway and visibility characteristics. The population
demographics are the point of healthy retail support. Demographics in Bluffdale are supportive of
certain types of retail. This area could support 25,000 to 40,000 square feet of retail in the next l to 3
years. There is also an incredible amount of pressure for retailers to start looking west because large
population growth is expected in that area. This amount of square footage could include a use such as
a TJ Maxx and 1 to 2 restaurants. Restaurants in the area would bolster appeal to hotel developers.
Retail of this nature needs strong exposure and daytime population; however, currently daytime
population is missing. This is where an office park would help drive population during the day. Smaller
retailers would only require one to two-acre sites. To improve feasibility of retail in the area, the City
can improve streets and connectivity. Informing retailers of the type of housing that is permitted nearby
will help retailers and can be used as incentives. He explained that there is job growth with retail.
The required rate of return with retail use is 20% and the current rate at the site is 15%. There is
currently a gap because there are better sites and a large profit shortfall. The gap can be bridged with
time, incentives, and office and/or hotel development. Boyd Preece asked what is being assumed to
reach these conclusions. He asked if they are assuming Porter Rockwell Boulevard is complete wit!1
the bridge across so the traffic is being diverted through Node 1. Mr. Becker stated that this is for the
one to three-year period so it is not future development only as it is currently developed. Future
development would help bridge the gap.
Flex offices need good access and relatively large parcels. They are spread out and traffic won't see
more than two stories, however, more typically it will only be a single story. Flex offices are popular
now due to their flexibility and cheaper costs of construction. It is also popular because of the way the
economy is going toward distribution and warehousing.
The current Node has all of the attributes needed for flex office, which include good street c01mections,
3 to 10 acres, and low land values. Street improvements and connections would improve feasibility.
The required rate ofreturn is 17% to 20% and the current rate at the site is 20%. As a result, Mr. Becker
did not believe Bluffdale would need to do much in terms of incentives in this area. They may want to
use incentives if they wish to specify zoning and design guidelines.
Mr. Becker displayed each use, the corresponding amount of employment it would create, and the total
number of parking spaces needed . He then displayed what each use would provide Bluffdale through
Property Tax, TRT Tax, and Sales Tax . He then displayed the total tax generation for each use and
showed this revenue per square foot.
Mr. Reid asked about the percentage of retail occurring in Flex Office structures. Mr. Becker stated
there should be an additional consideration here because there are often retail sales. They performed
an analysis in Magna, Tooele, Taylorsville and found that 30% to 40% of the flex office spaces in these
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areas have some sort of retail and onsite sales. Retail sales in flex office sites are typically not more
than 40% to 50% of the overall floor space. Personal property can also produce additional sales tax.
Mr. Becker analyzed how the different uses will improve neighboring property values. Flex offices
don't have much of an impact on values. He suggested pursuing hotel development at the interchange
of 1-15 and to consider an aggressive increment package to bring a key hotel in the area prior to other
hotel uses filling in from prison relocation and office expansion. Sites closest to 1-15 have the greatest
potential for higher intensity uses. The City should also focus on infrastructure improvements that will
connect this node to other areas and focus on prime properties for near term redevelopment.
Boyd Preece asked if they could reach out to the mink farm and asked about its current status.
Mr. Crowell explained that there is relocation going on with the mink farm. Mr. Reid explained that
they do not have the ability to buy a mink farm, but they could help a little. They further discussed
mink farms and their outlook.
Node 3 includes large undeveloped areas, good access to transportation corridors, proximity to a major
regional park, and the ability to capture sales dollars from neighboring municipalities. Mayor Timothy
stated that the frontage area is probably good for commercial but if commercial needs to require a zone
change for higher density, it likely won't happen. lt would have to stand on its own.
It was reported that currently, there is a lot of demand for flex office space in this area. Mr. Becker
reiterated the benefits of flex office space in a city. Today Bluffdale has everything a flex office site
would need including sufficient infrastructure. Returns are superior in other locations but Bluffdale
can address this by offering incentives, reducing the approval process time, and allowing for flexible
zonmg.
Mr. Becker commented that retail is a probability on the comer and there are solid traffic counts due to
the orientation. The population demographics show desirable median incomes, traffic counts, and
growing population support. The area could support 5,000 to 10,000 square feet of retail in the next 1
to 3 years.
The daytime population is not quite up to the standard of what retail would need but the required rate
of return is currently 18% to 20% with a required rate of 20%. The current gap is because of the
concern about sites with more growth potential. With time incentives and neighborhood development,
this gap can be bridged. Mayor Timothy reiterated that he does not believe the area residents will ever
accept less than a one-acre minimum for residential development. They are supportive of commercial,
but they do not want a gas station or fast food.
The Council and staff discussed future traffic patterns involving Bange1ter and the access to this parcel
of land.
Mr. Becker did not see sites that make sense for hotel development at this point or a large amount of
retail or office space. Mr. Reid asked how far away a hospital or doctor' s office could be located.
Mr. Becker stated they are ideall y within two miles but that distance is growing. Mr. Reid stated that
this parcel is about one mile away from Riverton City. Administrative Services Director, Bruce
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Kartchner, commented that medical is becoming more retail-based in franchising professional offices
and urgent care. Mr. Reid asked if it would generate any income fo r the City. Mr. Kaitclmer explained
that it would bring increased traffic to local retailers.
Mr. Ka1tchner and Mr. Becker discussed the drive time analysis and how long it takes to get to ce1tain
pa.its of the valley. So me people choose to go outside the C ity to shop because it is faster to drive there.
Mr. Becker next addressed grocery retail in Node 2. It requires solid traffic counts, good accessibility,
expanding residential population, 10 to 15 acres, and parking ratios of 5.5 to 6.0 per 1,000. He
described a scenario where Santaquin attracted a grocery retailer.
Multi-family homes are also a possibility in this node. The impact on the neighborhood is reduced
w hen development is situated near transp01tation corridors and it would impact retail development in
the immediate area. With multi-family development there is limited perceived risk from developers.
Mr. Becker explained that different styles of multi-family developments result in different costs for a
city. He suggested the City pay close attenti on to the design and intended uses for the multi-family so
that they do not lose money. If they understand the type of residents they want to attract, it will help
the bottom line. The current rate of return at this site for multi-family far exceeds the required rate of
return. The City wou ld not need to provide incentives unless they want to enforce certain design
characteristics. The market wi ll look very desirable at thi s site with multi-family development.
Office space is also a possibility in Node 2. These office spaces would cater more to professional office
uses such as an accountants or dentists. This is a desirable area due to connections and potential retail
offerings. There is a potential of upwards of 75,000 square feet of office space in multiple buildings
of a two to three-story design. Buildings should be close to Redwood Road to accentuate exposure and
limit impact on residential uses to the west.
An office site requires street co1mectivity and two to 10 acres of land, which the C ity can offer on this
parcel. It also requires proximity to services and retail, which it does not have so adding retail could
improve the feasibility of office.

Mr. Becker split up the three uses proposed for Node 2 by the amount of employment they would
generate, parking spaces that would be required, and potential tax revenue.
Mr. Becker was asked if he had any data to show if certain multi-fami ly building designs attract extra
police activity. Both renderings shown to the Council were fo r Class A residenti al spaces. They were
more expensive, ai1d the design included features such as indiv idual porches, which tend to attract
wealthier fam ilies. The multi-family homes with cinderblock and walk-up entrances tend to be lowerincome homes.
Mr. Becker suggested the City use increment to entice grocery retail but keep a firm time line.
Messrs. Reid, Crowell, Kartchner, and Becker discussed this parcel of land and the benefits of
providing incentives for the City.
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Mr. Reid asked what Mr. Becker thought the most important thing would be to act on now. Mr. Becker
explained that the Council should consider what they would like to see develop first. This would be
the development strategy. He then suggested reaching out to key properties and requesting information.
The City would then implement their implementation strategy.

3.

Other Topics and Future Agenda Items.

4.

Next Meeting, if Needed: July 10, 2019 at 4:30 p.m.

5.

Adjournment.

The City Council Special Meeting adjourned at 5:58 p.rn.

We

Approved: July 10. 2019
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